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Abstract

Determining the relative roles of vicariance and selection in restricting gene flow between

populations is of central importance to the evolutionary process of population divergence

and speciation. Here we use molecular and morphological data to contrast the effect of

isolation (by mountains and geographical distance) with that of ecological factors

(altitudinal gradients) in promoting differentiation in the wedge-billed woodcreeper,

Glyphorynchus spirurus, a tropical forest bird, in Ecuador. Tarsus length and beak size

increased relative to body size with altitude on both sides of the Andes, and were correlated

with the amount of moss on tree trunks, suggesting the role of selection in driving adaptive

divergence. In contrast, molecular data revealed a considerable degree of admixture along

these altitudinal gradients, suggesting that adaptive divergence in morphological traits has

occurred in the presence of gene flow. As suggested by mitochondrial DNA sequence data,

the Andes act as a barrier to gene flow between ancient subspecific lineages. Genome-wide

amplified fragment length polymorphism markers reflected more recent patterns of gene

flow and revealed fine-scale patterns of population differentiation that were not detectable

with mitochondrial DNA, including the differentiation of isolated coastal populations

west of the Andes. Our results support the predominant role of geographical isolation in

driving genetic differentiation in G. spirurus, yet suggest the role of selection in driving

parallel morphological divergence along ecological gradients.
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Introduction

Patterns of intraspecific geographical variation in phe-

notypic traits and genetic markers provide insight into

the factors driving population differentiation and ulti-

mately speciation (Avise 2000; Schluter 2000; Coyne &

Orr 2004). In heterogeneous landscapes, restrictions in

gene flow between populations can be caused not only

by geographical barriers or isolation by distance (Ribera

& Vogler 2004; Knowles & Richards 2005), but also by
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nonvicariant factors such as natural selection acting on

fitness traits when environmental conditions and selec-

tive regimes differ sufficiently between locales (Rice &

Hostert 1993; Schluter 2001; Rundle & Nosil 2005; Hed-

rick 2006; Hoekstra 2006; Niemiller et al. 2008; Nosil

et al. 2008).

In tropical latitudes characterized by high species

diversity, a large body of evidence supports the major

role of allopatric factors in driving speciation (Haffer

1969; Mayr & O’Hara 1986; Fjeldså & Lovett 1997; Roy

et al. 1997; Garcı́a-Moreno & Fjeldså 2000; Moritz et al.

2000). An alternative to these allopatric models are

those that emphasize the role of natural selection along
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ecological gradients between parapatric populations

(Endler 1977, 1982; Gentry 1989; Smith et al. 1997;

Schneider & Moritz 1999; Schneider et al. 1999), and an

increasing number of empirical studies in a wide array

of taxa have documented the role of selection in pro-

moting phenotypic differentiation in the presence of

gene flow along ecological gradients between parapatric

populations, an important step in divergence-with-

gene-flow models of ecological speciation (Knox & Pal-

mer 1995; Smith et al. 1997, 2005, 2008; Orr & Smith

1998; Schneider et al. 1999; Ogden & Thorpe 2002;

Petren et al. 2005; Nosil et al. 2008). The relative contri-

bution of neutral and adaptive factors in differentiating

populations as well as the interaction between these

two forces is of fundamental importance to understand-

ing the evolutionary mechanisms of diversification.

The bird fauna of tropical South America is the richest

in the world (Stotz et al. 1996), yet the evolutionary

mechanisms generating and maintaining such diversity

remain poorly understood. A recent and growing

emphasis on intraspecific phylogeography using mito-

chondrial DNA (mtDNA) variation across species ranges

is providing a better picture of differentiation at the

population level (Marks et al. 2002; Aleixo 2004; Garcı́a-

Moreno et al. 2004; Cheviron et al. 2005; Pérez-Emán

2005; Dingle et al. 2006; Cabanne et al. 2007; Cadena et al.

2007; Nyári 2007; Puebla-Olivares et al. 2008) although

interpretation of emerging patterns has typically been

restricted to the role of historical vicariant factors over rela-

tively large geographical and temporal scales.

Attempts to investigate the actual evolutionary mecha-

nisms underlying divergence and speciation in Neotropi-

cal birds are scarce (Brumfield et al. 2001; Brumfield

2005; Chaves et al. 2007). Here we investigate the role of

vicariant and ecological factors in driving morphological

and genetic differentiation in the wedge-billed wood-

creeper (Glyphorynchus spirurus), a widespread and com-

mon understory bird found in rainforests from Mexico to

South America (Restall et al. 2006). In Ecuador, the spe-

cies ranges from the tropical lowlands to about 1500 m in

elevation up the Andean foothills, an altitudinal range

that spans significant change in environmental condi-

tions and forest structure (Ridgely & Greenfield 2001).

The species is relatively continuously distributed east of

the Andes, whereas the distribution on the west side is

more fragmented, with populations in coastal mountain

ranges along the Pacific coast (e.g. Chongón-Colonche

and Mache-Chindul mountains) being isolated from An-

dean populations (Ridgely & Greenfield 2001; Buermann

et al. 2008). This distributional pattern is thus suitable for

contrasting differentiation by means of isolation by dis-

tance in continuous populations, differentiation in small

isolated populations, and selection-driven divergence

along ecological gradients.
To examine morphological variation, we analysed

field measurements of various morphological traits to

find associations between morphology and ecological

variables. The morphological traits measured may

reflect three main selective forces known to be impor-

tant in birds and likely to be relevant to woodcreepers:

foraging efficiency, flight efficiency and Bergmann’s

rule (the tendency to increase in size in colder climates;

(Zink & Remsen 1986). If drift has played a major role

in shaping morphological traits, then differences

between populations on either side of the Andes should

be equivalent to those found in neutrally evolving

genetic markers. Alternatively, if directional selection

has been mainly responsible for driving morphological

change, then individuals in similar environments on

different sides of the Andes should be morphologically

more similar than individuals in different environments

on the same side.

Two types of molecular data were used to examine

genetic variation in G. spirurus: mtDNA sequence data

and amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP)

markers. Patterns of gene flow and historical demogra-

phy were inferred from genetic distances among indi-

viduals and populations, phylogenetic analyses, and

Bayesian inference of population structure.
Materials and methods

Field procedures and habitat measurements

Birds were captured using standard mist nets at 16

sampling localities (Fig. 1 and Supporting Information).

Individuals were aged using plumage characteristics

and the degree of skull ossification (Pyle 1997). Sex

determination was carried out in the laboratory by

means of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test using

primers MSZ1R (Sehgal et al. 2005) and 2550F (Fridolfs-

son & Ellegren 1999). Individuals were weighed and

marked permanently with a uniquely numbered alu-

minium band. A wing ruler was used to measure the

unflattened wing chord (the distance from the carpal

joint to the tip of the longest primary) to the nearest

0.5 mm. Dial callipers of 0.1-mm precision were used to

measure tail length (from the uropygial gland to the tip

of the longest rectrix), tarsus length (from the intertarsal

joint to the most distal undivided scute on the tarso-

metatarsus), bill length (from the base of the bill at the

cranium to the tip of the upper mandible), and bill

width and depth (both measured at the anterior end of

the nares). All measurements were taken by BM.

At 10 sampling localities, we estimated tree density,

tree size and moss cover on tree bark. We collected the

following data at a minimum of 10 points per locality,

separated 30 m along the mist-netting trail and located
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 1 Altitudinal distribution of sampling sites on both sides of the Andes. See Fig. 4 for a two-dimensional overhead depiction of

sampling localities.
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10 m off the trail in a random perpendicular direction:

in a circle of 5-m radius, each tree with a diameter at

breast height (DBH) above 10 cm was counted, mea-

sured with a DBH tape, and visually assigned a moss-

cover value. The moss-cover value ranged from 0 (no

moss) to 10 (completely covered by moss) and was

scored in a 50-cm band around the tree at breast height.

Moss and DBH data were collected on a total of 1174

trees measured at 113 points in 10 different locations (BI,

LA, SU, RC, MA, BA, HO, CU, SA and TI; Fig. 1), span-

ning the entire altitudinal gradient on both slopes. A sin-

gle observer (BM) estimated moss cover on all trees.

To analyse moss abundance, we run a mixed model

analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with Andean side, eleva-

tion and their interaction as fixed effects. Nonindepen-

dence of abundance data gathered at different localities

and points was accounted for by entering locality, and

point nested in locality, as random effects into the

model. Prior to analysis, moss abundance was angular

transformed to meet the assumptions of the applied

models (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).

For the analyses of tree density, we first calculated

average tree density for each sampling point (n = 113)

and run a mixed model ANCOVA with Andean side, ele-

vation and the interaction as fixed effects, and locality

as random effect. Prior to analysis, tree density was

transformed to meet the model assumptions (trans-

formed density = density0.2).
Morphological analysis

We analysed variation in morphological traits along the

gradient by means of a generalized linear model (GLM)

with Andean side (east vs. west) and sex as fixed fac-

tors, and elevation and structural body size (see below)

as covariates. For testing Bergmann’s rule, we used

structural body size as the dependent variable. In order

to account for the nonindependence of individual mea-

surements within a locality, we entered population
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
(sampling site) as a random factor in both analyses.

Nonsignificant parameters were backward eliminated

until the best model was obtained.

Structural body size was assessed by means of a prin-

cipal components analysis (PCA) on the correlation

matrix of six morphological traits (wing length, tail

length, tarsus length, bill length, bill width and bill

depth). The PCA yielded high factor loadings on the

first principal component (Table S1), and PC1 values

were subsequently used as an index of overall size and

introduced as a covariate in the GLM. To avoid statisti-

cal dependency between the dependent variable and

the PC1, we ran separate PCAs. In these analyses, we

run a PCA with all covariates except the dependent

variable, and used the resulting PC1 as the covariate in

the GLM to run the model on the dependent variable.

Only adult individuals of known sex were used.

Adults were defined as those individuals that had

undergone at least one complete basic (postnuptial)

moult (i.e. were at least 1 year old) and had thus

attained full size in morphological traits at the time of

capture. Some of the variables were transformed prior

to analyses to meet model assumptions. Model assump-

tions such as normality of the residuals and homogene-

ity of variances were met for all presented models.

Significance levels were two-tailed.

Morphological divergence among sites was computed

as the Euclidean distance between population mean

values of normalized measurements following Smith

et al. (2005).
mtDNA sequencing and analysis

We extracted genomic DNA from blood samples using

a Qiagen� extraction kit and followed the recom-

mended protocol. We used the PCR to amplify 639 bp

of the NADH dehydrogenase subunit 2 (ND2) gene

with primers L5216 and H6313 (Sorenson et al. 1999).

PCR cycles were as follows: 3-min denaturation at
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94 �C followed by 36 cycles of 94 �C for 30 s, 50 �C for

45 s, and 72 �C for 45 s, with a final extension of 5 min

at 72 �C. Products were purified with an Ultra-Clean�
(MoBio Labs.) PCR purification kit and run in a dyde-

oxy-terminator cycle-sequencing reaction using a CEQ

cycle sequencing kit by Beckman-Coulter. Products of

this reaction were purified with an ethanol precipitation

and sequenced in a Beckman-Coulter CEQ 2000 auto-

mated sequencer. Sequences were automatically aligned

using Sequencher 4.1. (GeneCodes) and variable sites

were checked visually for accuracy. Sequences were

unambiguously translated into their amino acid

sequence and no double peaks were observed. All

unique sequences used in this study have been depos-

ited in GenBank under Accession nos FJ848676–

FJ848704.

Population structure was deduced with an analysis of

molecular variance (AMOVA) using Arlequin 3.1 (Excof-

fier et al. 2005). AMOVA uses the frequencies of haplo-

types and the number of mutations among them to test

the significance of the variance components associated

with various hierarchical levels of genetic structure

(within populations, among populations within groups,

and among groups) by means of nonparametric permu-

tation methods (Excoffier et al. 1992). We generated a

matrix of FST-values among populations and tested for

differentiation between groups with an exact test of

population differentiation (Raymond & Rousset 1995a)

using 10 000 Markov chain steps in Arlequin 3.1.

To test for past sudden changes in effective popula-

tion size, we used Fu’s Fs-test of neutrality (Fu 1997),

which detects departures from neutrality in scenarios

characterized by an excess of rare alleles and young

mutations in nonrecombining sequences. We used Arle-

quin 3.1 to generate values of Fs and interpreted signifi-

cant and large negative values of Fs as an excess of

recent mutations indicating a recent expansion in popu-

lation size (Fu 1997; Ramos-Onsins & Rozas 2002). To

test the premise that variation in the ND2 gene is selec-

tively neutral, we conducted a McDonald–Kreitman test

(McDonald & Kreitman 1991) by comparing the eastern

and western Andean lineages of Glyphorynchus spirurus

in the program DnaSP (Rozas et al. 2003). The test com-

pares the ratio of fixed synonymous (SF) to replacement

(RF) substitutions to the ratio of polymorphic synony-

mous (SP) to replacement (RP) substitutions and uses a

two-tailed Fisher’s exact test to detect significant

departures from neutrality.

A phylogeny of ND2 haplotypes using Bayesian

analysis was constructed with MrBayes v. 3.1.2 (http://

mrbayes.csit.fsu.edu/) (Huelsenbeck et al. 2001) using

the model of sequence evolution that best fit the data

(GTR+G) according to MrModelTest (Nylander 2004),

and partitioning sites by codon position. Two Markov
chains were run simultaneously for 2 million genera-

tions and sampled every 100 generations. Trees gener-

ated prior to stationarity were excluded, and a

consensus topology was obtained from the last 30 001

trees in the chain. We confirmed Markov chain Monte

Carlo chain convergence using TRACER 1.3 (Rambaut &

Drummond 2003). We also constructed a network of

haplotypes using the reduced median-joining algo-

rithm in the program NETWORK v. 4.5.1.0 (Forster et al.

2007).
AFLP profiling and analysis

Amplified fragment length polymorphism profiles were

generated using a protocol modified slightly from (Vos

et al. 1995). Whole genomic DNA was digested with

restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI and fragments were

ligated to oligonucleotide adapters with T4 DNA ligase.

A random subsample of fragments was obtained

through a preselective amplification using primers E-t

and M-c, followed by three selective amplifications

using primer pairs E-tag ⁄ M-cga, E-tgc ⁄ M-cga and

E-tgc ⁄ M-cgt, with each E primer fluorescently labelled

with 6FAM dye. Twelve pairs of selective amplification

primers were tried, but only the pairs producing repeat-

able and unambiguously scorable profiles were used in

the analysis. Selectively amplified fragments were run

in an ABI 3700 genetic analyser with a LIZ500 size stan-

dard. Peaks were visualized using GeneMapper 3.7 and

scored manually, with individuals and populations ran-

domized to avoid observer bias. Only unambiguously

scorable loci and individuals were included in the anal-

ysis and peaks found in <2% of individuals were

excluded. Methodological error rate was assessed by

running a subset of 10 individuals twice from the prese-

lective amplification step. The average per-locus error

rate for the AFLP data, measured as recommended by

Bonin et al. (2004), was 1.8%, a rate comparable to that

of other AFLP studies in birds (Milá et al. 2008; Smith

et al. 2008).

We estimated allelic frequencies using Zhivotovsky’s

(1999) Bayesian method with uniform prior distribu-

tions, and Nei’s distances and FST-values where then

calculated using the method by Lynch & Milligan

(1994) as implemented in the program AFLP-SURV v. 1.0

(Vekemans et al. 2002). To test for isolation by distance

and to compare genetic and morphological distances,

we also computed genetic distances as FST ⁄ (1 ) FST)

as recommended by (Rousset 1997) using GENEPOP 4.0

(Raymond & Rousset 1995b).

To assess genetic structure among samples, we

conducted a principal coordinate analysis on a genetic

distance matrix generated from the binary presence–

absence matrix as implemented in GENALEX 6.0 (Peakall
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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& Smouse 2006). We also examined the patterns of pop-

ulation structure using the assignment probability test

in the program Structure 2.2 (Pritchard et al. 2000). This

program uses Bayesian inference to generate posterior

probabilities of assignment of individuals to each of a

given number of populations (K) independently of sam-

pling site. As recommended for dominant markers, we

applied a model of no admixture with correlated allele

frequencies (Pritchard & Wen 2004) and the optimal

value of K was calculated following the method by

Evanno et al. (2005).

Detection of loci potentially under selection was con-

ducted by plotting FST against heterozygosity under the

assumption of Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium to identify

significant outlier loci using the program DFDIST (Beau-

mont & Nichols 1996). Significance values at the 95%

level for outlier loci were obtained by generating a null

distribution of FST-values based on 50 000 simulated

loci with a mean FST equivalent to the ‘neutral’ mean

FST of the empirical distribution, which was obtained

by trimming the 10% highest and lowest FST-values

(Beaumont & Nichols 1996; Bonin et al. 2006).
Results

Habitat variables

There was a significant effect of elevation and Andean

side on moss abundance [elevation: F1,1058 = 191.374,

P < 0.0001, 7.6% variance explained, estimate:

0.0007 ± 0.00005; side: F1,1058 = 4.124, P = 0.0425, 0.2%

variance explained, estimate(east): )0.041 ± 0.02], as

well as a significant interaction between elevation and

side [F1,1058 = 4.399, P = 0.036, 0.2% variance explained,

estimate(east): )0.0001 ± 0.0005, Fig. 2A]. There were

highly significant differences between localities explain-

ing 2.8% of the variance (F9,103 = 4.090, P < 0.001), and

there were no significant differences between sampling

points (F103,1058 < 0.001, P = 1.000). Including tree diam-

eter as a covariate into the analysis did not change the

results (interaction F1,1057 = 4.318, P = 0.038, 0.2% vari-

ance explained). With respect to tree density, there were

significant differences between eastern and western

Andean sides [F1,102 = 7.116, P = 0.009, estimate(east):

)0.097 ± 0.037, Fig. 2C] but not with elevation

(F1,101 = 1.545, P = 0.217) and the interaction between

the two was not significant (F1,100 = 0.037, P = 0.848).

Differences between localities were highly significant

(F9,102 = 9.120, P < 0.001).
Variation in morphological traits

The GLM analysis of morphological variables revealed

clear spatial patterns of morphological differentiation in
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
Glyphorynchus spirurus. A significant effect of elevation

was detected in three foraging-related traits: tarsus

length, bill width and bill depth (Table 1), all of them

becoming larger with elevation relative to overall body

size.

Although we did not investigate the fitness conse-

quences of these morphological differences, the close

association between elevation and moss cover along the

altitudinal gradient (Fig. 2A) suggests a role for moss in

driving this pattern at least partially, especially with

respect to tarsus length (Fig. 2B). Because moss data

were only available from 10 of 16 sites and given the

tight correlation between moss cover and elevation, the

latter was used in the model instead of moss abun-

dance. Substituting moss abundance for elevation in a

similar model but using only the reduced number of

sites for which moss data were available, provided very

similar results (Table S2).

In contrast to foraging-related traits, no elevation effect

was present for flight-related traits such as wing length

and tail length, for which a large amount of variance was

explained by sex differences and an Andean slope effect

(Table 1). The highly significant differences in tree den-

sity found on each side of the Andes (about double in the

west than in the east, Fig. 2C) independently of eleva-

tion, and its negative relationship with wing length

(Fig. 2D), suggests that flight-related traits may be influ-

enced by flight distance among trees rather than altitude.

Finally, structural body size (introduced in the model

as the PC1 values from a PCA) explained a nonsignifi-

cant amount of variance in all traits except bill depth

(3.8%; Table 1), indicating that the observed differences

in size and shape are not due to allometry. In agreement

with Bergmann’s rule, structural body size (represented

by PC1 of all traits) showed a significant increase with

elevation in a GLM (elevation: F1,136 = 12.311, P < 0.001,

5.64% of variance explained; sex: F1,136 = 54.350,

P < 0.001, 24.91% of variance explained).
Population genetic structure and gene flow

mtDNA variation. Sequencing of the 639-nucleotide frag-

ment of the ND2 gene in 162 individuals resulted in 29

haplotypes sampled (54 substitution sites, 9 transver-

sions, 45 transitions and no indels). Average absolute

pairwise divergence between populations across the

Andes was 44.58 bp (SD = 0.70), or 6.98%, and values

within each side of the Andes were much lower (East:

2.61 bp, SD = 1.93, 0.41%; West: 2.02 bp, SD = 0.50,

0.32%; Table 2). Genetic differentiation across the An-

des was high (FST = 0.948, P < 0.0001), and lower but

significant between the coastal range and the west An-

dean slope (FST = 0.088, P < 0.014) (Table 2). Haplotype

diversity indices where relatively similar across sites
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except for two sites where a single haplotype was

found (Jatun Sacha and Loma Alta; Table 3). Nucleotide

diversity was an order of magnitude higher in Pañaco-

cha than in other sites due to the presence of haplo-

types from two widely divergent mtDNA lineages

found there (see below).

A haplotype phylogeny based on Bayesian inference

revealed the presence of three main clades (Fig. 3A).

Two clades correspond to eastern and western sides of

the Andes, and a third unresolved clade is formed by

haplotypes G and G2 (sampled at Pañacocha). In order

to determine the affinity of these G haplotypes to those

in other parts of the G. spirurus range not included in

our study, we aligned our ND2 sequences to those in

the study by Marks et al. (2002), available in GenBank.

The alignment of our sequences (trimmed to 337 bp to

match the GenBank accessions) and those from Marks

et al. (2002) revealed that our eastern clade sequences

cluster with those from the Napo region of Ecuador

(AY096979–82) reported in Marks et al. (2002), those in

our western clade cluster with sequences from the Ecu-

adorian Chocó (AY096970), Panama (AY096969) and
Costa Rica (AY096966), and the G1 and G2 haplotypes

cluster with sequences from the Napo region of Peru

(AY096973–75).

The mtDNA data revealed a low degree of structure

within either side of the Andes, with most haplotypes

within each region being widespread (Fig. 4) and

diverging by a single nucleotide (Fig. 3B), thus suggest-

ing either shared ancestral polymorphism (and incom-

plete lineage sorting) or high levels of historical gene

flow between localities. An AMOVA grouping all samples

into east and west of the Andes revealed that most of

the variability in mtDNA sequence variation was

explained by the Andean barrier (Fct = 96.48%,

P < 0.001), with a negligible amount of variance being

explained by the between-populations-within-groups

and between-populations components of variance

(Fsc = 0.59%, P < 0.001; Fst = 2.92%, P < 0.001). Varia-

tion within the east was explained mostly by the

within-population component of variance (Fct = 3.41%,

P = 0.217; Fsc = 12.74%, P = 0.014; Fst = 83.85%,

P = 0.003) when samples were grouped into foothill

and lowland groups. A similar pattern was obtained in
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd



Table 1 Variation in morphological

traits of Glyphorynchus spirurus. Back-

ward eliminated parameters in a gener-

alized linear model are shown, with the

parameters kept in the final model

shown in bold face. The variable ‘side’

corresponds to the east or west side of

the Andes

Trait Effect Test statistic

Percentage

variance explained

Wing length Elevation F1,148 < 0.000

Side F1,148 = 14.098*** 3.54

Sex F1,148 = 171.108*** 43.02

Side · Sex F1,148 = 6.789** 1.71

Body size F1,133 = 2.765

Tail length Elevation F1,138 = 0.748

Side F1,138 = 23.345*** 6.51

Sex F1,138 = 146.893*** 40.98

Side · Elevation F1,138 = 5.234* 1.46

Body size F1,133 = 0.912

Tarsus length Elevation F1,151 = 24.936*** 17.22

Side F1,150 = 3.721

Sex F1,151 = 24.936*** 11.02

Body size F1,133 = 0.603

Bill length Elevation F1,136 = 1.879

Side F1,135 = 1.082

Sex F1,134 = 0.164

Body size F1,137 = 3.207

Bill width Elevation F1,153 = 4.945* 2.76

Side F1,134 = 0.844

Sex F1,152 = 0.144

Body size F1,135 = 2.248

Bill depth Elevation F1,134 = 18.860*** 9.57

Side F1,134 = 21.520*** 10.92

Sex F1,133 = 0.845

Side · Elevation F1,134 = 12.626*** 6.40

Body size F1,134 = 7.448** 3.78

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.

Table 2 Mitochondrial DNA (ND2 gene) uncorrected pairwise genetic distances (above diagonal), within-population genetic dis-

tances (along diagonal, italic), and FST-values (below diagonal) among Glyphorynchus spirurus populations east (SR, HO, CU, SA, MZ,

JS, PA, TI and YA) and west of the Andes (SU, RC, BA, PJ, MA, BI and LA). See Fig. 1 and Table 1 for sampling site codes

SR HO CU SA MZ JS PA TI YA SU RC BA PJ MA BI LA

SR 2.20 2.10 1.87 2.24 3.15 2.00 5.99 1.76 1.80 44.96 44.80 45.60 44.93 44.80 44.54 44.60

HO 0.24 1.26 1.32 1.12 2.65 0.86 5.96 1.11 1.14 44.89 44.72 45.52 44.86 44.72 44.46 44.52

CU 0.11 0.04 1.27 1.43 2.48 1.18 5.65 1.04 1.09 44.55 44.38 45.18 44.52 44.38 44.12 44.18

SA 0.52 0.17 0.38 0.59 2.97 0.33 6.30 1.31 1.25 45.59 45.42 46.22 45.56 45.42 45.16 45.22

MZ 0.11 0.25 0.14 0.54 3.50 2.75 6.62 2.16 2.19 44.39 44.15 44.88 44.25 44.30 43.91 43.75

JS 0.40 0.08 0.31 )0.04 0.36 0.00 6.07 1.06 1.00 45.36 45.20 46.00 45.33 45.20 44.94 45.00

PA )0.03 0.15 0.05 0.25 )0.03 0.07 9.18 5.51 5.62 43.44 43.24 44.00 43.36 43.32 42.99 42.93

TI 0.25 0.06 0.01 0.47 0.18 0.46 0.10 0.81 0.83 44.37 44.19 44.97 44.31 44.23 43.93 43.94

YA 0.17 0.03 )0.01 0.42 0.08 0.42 0.05 )0.04 0.93 44.50 44.30 45.06 44.42 44.38 44.05 44.00

SU 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.95 0.97 0.86 0.97 0.96 2.04 2.53 2.32 2.79 1.78 1.56 1.45

RC 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.83 0.97 0.96 0.06 2.80 2.20 2.27 2.48 2.14 1.80

BA 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.94 0.97 0.82 0.98 0.97 0.07 0.17 2.33 2.25 2.30 1.94 1.50

PJ 0.95 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.93 0.96 0.83 0.97 0.96 0.17 )0.21 )0.12 2.67 2.77 2.42 2.00

MA 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.95 0.97 0.86 0.97 0.97 0.07 0.11 0.13 0.22 1.78 1.49 1.60

BI 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.88 0.98 0.98 0.00 0.17 0.20 0.29 0.04 1.11 0.81

LA 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.25 0.34 0.41 0.40 0.41 0.23 0.00
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the west when samples were grouped into Andean (SU,

RC, BA, PJ and MA) and Coastal Range (BI and LA)

groups (Fct = 5.30%, P = 0.274; Fsc = 8.38%, P = 0.008;

Fst = 86.32%, P = 0.013). However, despite the low Fct
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
value, an exact test of population differentiation was

significant for the west Andes vs. Coastal Range com-

parison (P < 0.001), which is consistent with the signifi-

cant FST-value reported above.



Table 3 Sample sizes, elevation, mtDNA

haplotypic diversity (h) and nucleotide

diversity (p) per sampling siteSite

Elevation

(m) n h p

East of Andes 102 0.792 ± 0.028 0.0042 ± 0.0025

Tiputini (TI) 400 16 0.600 ± 0.127 0.0013 ± 0.0011

Yasunı́ (YA) 400 8 0.750 ± 0.139 0.0015 ± 0.0013

Pañacocha (PA) 400 15 0.791 ± 0.105 0.0144 ± 0.0079

Jatun Sacha (JS) 400 4 0.000 ± 0.000 0.0000 ± 0.0000

Miazal (MZ) 300 4 0.500 ± 0.265 0.0055 ± 0.0042

Sangay (SA) 1375 18 0.451 ± 0.117 0.0009 ± 0.0009

Cumandá (CU) 1323 11 0.855 ± 0.066 0.0020 ± 0.0015

Hollı́n (HO) 1320 21 0.786 ± 0.075 0.0020 ± 0.0014

San Rafael (SR) 1300 5 0.800 ± 0.164 0.0034 ± 0.0026

West of Andes 60 0.795 ± 0.030 0.0028 ± 0.0018

Sacha Urco—Mindo (SU) 1249 11 0.818 ± 0.083 0.0044 ± 0.0022

Rı́o Cinto—Mindo (RC) 1398 5 0.900 ± 0.161 0.0032 ± 0.0032

Bancos (BA) 750 4 0.833 ± 0.222 0.0037 ± 0.0030

Pachijal (PJ) 650 6 0.800 ± 0.172 0.0042 ± 0.0030

Maldonado (MA) 405 10 0.733 ± 0.120 0.0028 ± 0.0020

Bilsa (BI) 650 16 0.642 ± 0.103 0.0017 ± 0.0013

Loma Alta (LA) 490 8 0.000 ± 0.000 0.0000 ± 0.0000
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Variation in the ND2 gene was selectively neutral as

determined by a McDonald–Kreitman test comparing

eastern and western lineages (SF = 13, SP = 45, RF = 6,

RP = 9, Fisher exact test, P = 0.195; excluding ‘G-clade’:

SF = 27, SP = 21, RF = 6, RP = 8, Fisher exact test,

P = 0.544). Fu’s Fs-test revealed evidence of a past pop-

ulation expansion east of the Andes (Fs = )8.167,

P = 0.006) but not on the west side (Fs = )0.523,

P = 0.446).

AFLP variation. One-hundred and thirty-six variable

AFLP loci were unambiguously scored for 178 individu-

als. Each of the three primer pairs used (E-tag ⁄ M-cga,

E-tgc ⁄ M-cga and E-tgc ⁄ M-cgt) contributed a similar num-

ber of markers (49, 41 and 46 respectively). The correla-

tion between fragment sizes and allele frequencies was

not significant (Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.0178,

P = 0.837), suggesting that band size did not bias the

pattern of polymorphism (Vekemans et al. 2002).

Population differentiation in AFLP loci across the An-

des was high (mean FST = 0.41, SD = 0.05), yet low

among sites in the east (mean FST = 0.04, SD = 0.03)

and west side of the Andes (mean FST = 0.03,

SD = 0.03) (Table 4). However, the coastal sites (Loma

Alta and Bilsa) showed higher FST-values with respect

to the west-Andean populations (0.18 and 0.09 respec-

tively) (Table 4).

An analysis of genetic structure using Bayesian infer-

ence in the program Structure 2.2 yielded an optimal

value of K = 2, which corresponds to the eastern and

western slopes of the Andes (Fig. 5A). A subsequent

analysis within each side yielded again optimal values

of K = 2 in both the east and the west. In the west, the
two clusters corresponded to the coastal range popula-

tions (BI and LA) and the west Andean populations,

whereas in the east no clear geographical structure was

detected (Fig. 5B). Optimal values of K were obtained

from the method by Evanno et al. (2005) and the corre-

sponding plots of DK vs. K are shown on Fig. S1.

A plot of the first two principal coordinates in a prin-

cipal coordinate analysis identified not only the main

east–west partition (Fig. 6A), but also considerable

structure within the west side, with the two coastal

range populations (Bilsa and Loma Alta) appearing sep-

arated not only from the West Andean populations but

also from each other (Fig. 6B). Again, no significant

structure was apparent in the east side (Fig. 6C). A

Mantel test revealed a slight effect of isolation by dis-

tance in driving population divergence on the west side

of the Andes (r = 0.147, P = 0.003) but not on the east

side (r = )0.044, P = 0.998).

Adaptive genetic variation. Plots of FST vs. heterozygosity

(not shown) failed to detect significant outliers among

the 136 AFLP loci when comparing populations across

habitats (foothills vs. lowlands). This indicates that none

of the markers used was identified as being under

selection or linked to a marker under selection.
Combined morphological and genetic analysis

Bivariate plots of morphological divergence in tarsus

length against genetic divergence showed that popula-

tion comparisons across the altitudinal gradient (foothills

vs. lowlands) tended to be more divergent than foothill–

foothill and lowland–lowland comparisons, irrespective
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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of the magnitude of genetic divergence (Fig. 7). This

analysis was confined to populations in the east side of

the Andes, where sufficient sampling sites were available

that could be clearly assigned to foothill or lowland habi-

tat. The average morphological divergence value in foot-

hill–lowland comparisons was 1.01, in contrast to

average values for foothill–foothill and lowland–lowland

comparisons of 0.36 and 0.28 respectively.
Discussion

Genetic structure

Genetic variation in the mitochondrial and genomic

markers surveyed is consistent with the role of genetic

drift in differentiating populations of Glyphorynchus

spirurus across major geographical barriers to gene flow.
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
As in other rainforest bird species (Chaves et al. 2007;

Nyári 2007) the Andean cordillera represents an

impassable barrier for G. spirurus as indicated by the

complete geographical separation of eastern and wes-

tern lineages based on both mtDNA and AFLP data.

Divergence time between the two lineages is estimated

at 3.21–0.81 Ma when applying a range of molecular

clock calibrations for mtDNA coding regions [2.1% per

Myr (Weir & Schluter 2008) to 8.3% (Warren et al.

2003)]. Although divergence estimates from single-locus

data should be treated with caution, this estimate is

consistent with the last stage of the uplift of the north-

ern Andes in the late Pliocene, since c. 3 Myr BP (Greg-

ory-Wodzicki 2000). However, whether the Andean

uplift drove the split between existing Amazonian and

trans-Andean Chocó populations, or instead the latter

colonized the west side once the Andes were already
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Table 4 Nei’s genetic distances (above diagonal) and FST-values (below diagonal) among populations of Glyphorynchus spirurus using

AFLP data

BI LA BA MI PJ MA CU HO SA SR JS MZ PA TI YA

BI 0 0.029 0.019 0.015 0.011 0.020 0.150 0.118 0.129 0.135 0.125 0.114 0.113 0.117 0.140

LA 0.164 0 0.036 0.041 0.034 0.040 0.206 0.174 0.185 0.185 0.179 0.171 0.177 0.174 0.196

BA 0.097 0.174 0 0.017 0.005 0.000 0.158 0.130 0.140 0.151 0.135 0.125 0.123 0.132 0.140

MI 0.079 0.197 0.077 0 0.001 0.009 0.162 0.137 0.145 0.152 0.140 0.132 0.130 0.135 0.159

PJ 0.060 0.170 0.023 0.007 0 0.003 0.148 0.122 0.131 0.134 0.125 0.119 0.119 0.122 0.139

MA 0.106 0.196 0.002 0.043 0.017 0 0.155 0.121 0.135 0.140 0.135 0.122 0.120 0.126 0.142

CU 0.446 0.533 0.424 0.435 0.418 0.428 0 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.000 0.02 0.015 0.009 0.006

HO 0.388 0.489 0.375 0.391 0.369 0.369 0.023 0 0.001 0.007 0.000 0.013 0.006 0.006 0.006

SA 0.400 0.495 0.385 0.397 0.378 0.384 0.033 0.004 0 0.006 0.000 0.011 0.007 0.004 0.007

SR 0.412 0.496 0.402 0.409 0.385 0.394 0.048 0.035 0.028 0 0.000 0.026 0.018 0.010 0.012

JS 0.373 0.465 0.358 0.371 0.350 0.367 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0.007 0.008 0.003 0.000

MZ 0.365 0.468 0.353 0.369 0.351 0.355 0.087 0.057 0.047 0.104 0.027 0 0.014 0.012 0.017

PA 0.381 0.494 0.365 0.382 0.367 0.368 0.072 0.027 0.034 0.081 0.037 0.061 0 0.003 0.010

TI 0.382 0.484 0.374 0.384 0.365 0.374 0.041 0.030 0.018 0.046 0.014 0.054 0.013 0 0.007

YA 0.431 0.522 0.397 0.431 0.404 0.410 0.031 0.028 0.035 0.056 0.000 0.076 0.050 0.032 0.000
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AFLP marker variation in Glyphorynchus

spirurus populations. (A) When all individ-
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analysis reveals two main clusters corre-

sponding to eastern and western Andean

sides (first two coordinates explain 78.2%

of the variance). (B) Individuals west of

the Andes cluster into three main groups

along the first coordinate (first two coordi-

nates explain 44.4% of the variance). (C)

Individuals east of the Andes do not show

a clear pattern of spatial structure (first

two coordinates explain 37.5% of the vari-

ance). See Fig. 1 for sampling site codes.

The Mindo site (MI) includes Rı́o Cinto

(RC) and Sacha Urco (SU) localities.
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present, remains unclear. The presence of the highly

divergent ‘G-clade’ east of the Andes in western

Amazonia is consistent with the pattern previously

reported by Marks et al. (2002) in their range-wide
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
phylogeographical survey, which reveals the existence

of old intraspecific lineages in close proximity, or even

sympatry, within Amazonia. This pattern probably

reflects a long history of isolation in allopatry followed
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by secondary contact, and suggests that lineage diver-

gence in the species can take place in the absence of

major orographical barriers like the Andes.

Amplified fragment length polymorphism markers

revealed population differentiation driven by geograph-

ical distance and isolation west of the Andes that was

not detectable using mtDNA sequence data. Both

coastal range populations (Bilsa and Loma Alta) are

genetically isolated from sites on the west-Andean

slope. As remote-sensing data revealed in a previous

study (Buermann et al. 2008), the Loma Alta site in the

Chongón-Colonche Mountains is disjunct from the rest

of the species distribution in Ecuador. The Bilsa popula-

tion in the Mache-Chindul Mountains is considerably

less isolated from Andean populations by areas of low

suitability (Buermann et al. 2008), yet intervening areas

have likely become disjunct from suitable habitat in the

Andean foothills due to the widespread conversion of

forest to agriculture in historical times.
Morphological divergence in the presence of gene flow
and implications for speciation

We found a significant amount of morphological diver-

gence among populations of G. spirurus along altitudi-

nal gradients despite a pattern of genetic variation that
is consistent with high levels of gene flow. Morphologi-

cal variation appears to be influenced by environmental

factors along the altitudinal gradient, and the fact that

the elevation effect on morphology is similar on both

Andean slopes suggests that parallel adaptive diver-

gence evolved independently in two subspecific lin-

eages of G. spirurus.

The increase in overall body size with altitude is con-

sistent with Bergmann’s rule, which has been widely

documented in birds and suggested to be an adaptation

to reduce the surface-to-volume ratio in colder climates

(Zink & Remsen 1986). Moreover, when controlling for

body size, tarsus length and bill shape (but not bill

length) are significantly and positively correlated with

elevation and moss abundance on tree trunks. Ecomor-

phological studies have demonstrated the importance of

tarsometatarsus length for different forms of locomotion

and foraging postures (Norberg 1979; Leisler & Winkler

1985; Moreno & Carrascal 1993; Zeffer et al. 2003). Bio-

mechanical analyses show that species that climb trees

by hopping upwards on trunks have shorter tarsi in

order to minimize the distance between the centre of

mass and the trunk, and to reduce the muscle forces

needed for flexion and extension of the leg during

clinging to a vertical surface (Norberg 1979; Zeffer &

Norberg 2003). The presence of moss on tree trunks

might favour slightly longer tarsi to reduce friction dur-

ing climbing, thus enhancing performance, and the pos-

sibility of grabbing onto the moss instead of just

clinging to the bark may reduce selection for short tarsi,

thus increasing step length. However, in the absence of

proper biomechanical analysis or performance experi-

ments (at present beyond the scope of our study), the

extent to which differences in tarsus length are adaptive

and the specific fitness advantage of varying tarsus

length along the altitudinal gradient remains untested.

In addition, although the increase in tarsus length with

elevation on the eastern slope of the Andes is clear, the

pattern is less marked on the western slope. This could

be due in part to smaller sample sizes but also the role

of coastal mountains (relatively more humid than the

Andes at a given altitude) in affecting the relationship.

Further sampling and the addition of other environ-

mental variables are necessary to clarify fully this issue.

In contrast to foraging-related traits, wing and tail

length are associated with tree density, suggesting that

flight morphology may be impacted by flight distances

among trees rather than habitat type per se. Flight

mechanics predict that long wings are favoured for fast,

direct flight, whereas shorter and more rounded wings

confer manoeuvrability in denser environments (Rayner

1988; Winkler & Leisler 1992). Selection on wing length

in forests of different tree density could affect fitness by

optimizing flight efficiency and energetic cost during
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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foraging. Again, proper tests of performance should be

carried out to test this hypothesis and our correlative

evidence should be interpreted with caution.

Our data suggest that despite high levels of gene

flow, selection may be sufficiently strong to cause mor-

phological divergence in parapatric populations, a

result that is consistent with a central component of

the divergence-with-gene-flow model of diversification

(Rice & Hostert 1993). We found no morphological dif-

ferences between same-habitat individuals from popula-

tions on either side of the Andes, even though eastern

and western lineages diverged between 1 and 3 Ma. Yet

within each lineage we found significant differences

between individuals in lowland and foothill popula-

tions. Thus, morphological divergence in G. spirurus

appears to be driven more by habitat differences than

geographical isolation and suggests that selection in

parapatry may be more important than isolation in

causing adaptive divergence in morphology. Other

studies in the wet tropics have shown a similar lack of

differentiation in morphology despite large genetic dif-

ferences (Schneider & Moritz 1999; Smith et al. 2001,

2005).

The role of habitat type in structuring bird communi-

ties along altitudinal gradients has been documented in

tropical (Terborgh 1971; Price 1991) and temperate lati-

tudes (Able & Noon 1976), and it has been shown that

ecotones often correspond to species distribution limits

driven by changes in selective regimes. Phenotypic

divergence along altitudinal gradients has been docu-

mented in other bird species (Endler 1977; Price 1991;

Soobramoney et al. 2005; Kleindorfer et al. 2006; Ryan

et al. 2007; McCormack & Smith 2008), yet few studies

have simultaneously examined phenotypic variation

and patterns of gene flow using molecular data. The

pattern of adaptive morphological variation observed in

G. spirurus is consistent with expectations of a recent

niche expansion (McCormack & Smith 2008) as the spe-

cies colonized montane forests from lowland tropical

forests, where the species is most common throughout

its range.

Our conclusions rest on two assumptions regarding

the evolutionary mechanisms underlying the observed

divergence: (i) that divergent natural selection in differ-

ent habitats has caused the differences in traits and (ii)

that the morphological traits studied are heritable and

not subject to substantial phenotypic plasticity. Given

that our evidence is correlative and in the absence of

experimental data, our conclusions should be treated

with caution. The parallel pattern of trait divergence on

both Andean sides, the fact that some but not all traits

show a divergent trend, and that the effects detected

are consistent with functional predictions, suggest that

morphological variation is the product of directional
� 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
selection. However, the extent to which phenotypic

plasticity instead of selection on heritable variation has

contributed to the morphological differences found, is

unknown. Although the traits used in this study show

typically high heritability (Grant 1986; Schluter & Smith

1986; Boag & van Noordwijk 1987), and some of them

have been shown to be genetically controlled in com-

mon-garden experiments (Rasner et al. 2004; Bears et al.

2008) in passerine birds, determining the role of mater-

nal effects and other environmental effects on the mor-

phology of G. spirurus will require further research.

Whether the microevolutionary divergence described

here will lead to macroevolutionary processes such as

speciation depends on several additional factors related

to both the long-term stability of the environmental dif-

ferences, and the behaviour, physiology and population

dynamics of the birds themselves. These factors are dif-

ficult to predict, and whether the incipient adaptive var-

iation detected here will lead to reproductive isolation

is uncertain. Nevertheless, a growing number of studies

suggest divergence-with-gene-flow speciation may be

common (Nosil 2008), and our results highlight the

importance of adaptive processes in population diver-

gence and potentially rainforest diversification.

Our findings also underscore the importance of eco-

logical transition zones as areas to be targeted for the

preservation of adaptive processes. Specifically, they

point at the lowland–foothill transition in the Andes as

an area of particular conservation concern for the pres-

ervation of an unparalleled biodiversity as well as the

processes that generate and maintain it.
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